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from the editor

we welcome the most students to the university campus 

each september marking the start of a new school year.  

at iqc we celebrate this with a large gathering to welcome 

everyone to our community. we also welcomed new 

members to the board of directors and a new chair (see 

Changes to the IQC Board of Directors on the next page).

we also hired a new research assistant Professor.  

eduArdo mArTIN-mArTINeZ is no stranger to the institute  

– he was a postdoctoral fellow here for over two years.  

he is one of the few researchers in canada studying 

relativistic quantum information, and he was awarded the 

John charles Polyani Prize in november (see IQC researcher 

wins COU Polyani Prize on page 16).

the fall term was also packed full of conferences and  

talks that we hosted, co-hosted and attended. From 

quantum cryptography to quantum materials, topics 

including quantum mechanics in biology to the quantum 

internet, visitors from around the world and iqc members 

had several opportunities to learn.

those opportunities to learn continue to inspire our 

researchers and lead to collaboration. this leads to new 

research findings, new processes and new measurement 

schemes. check out the feature article: Collaboration leads 

to new developments on page 4 about the research in Kevin 

resch’s lab, and Scientific Highlights so you can learn more 

about quantum information science and technology. 

JodI sZImANsKI, Senior Communications Manager
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new iQc board of directors chair,  

mIKe lAZArIdIs.

feature article

changes to the iqc 
board of directors

in november, the institute for Quantum 

computing (iQc) board of directors 

reconvened with a new chair and two 

new directors.

mIKe lAZArIdIs, a member of the iqc board 

of directors since its inception in 2005, takes 

on the chair role. his pioneering vision and 

generous personal investment was instrumental 

in establishing iqc.

mArK peCeN, ceo of approach infinity, inc., 

joined the board in may. he most recently 

co-authored a white paper on quantum-safe 

cryptography and security that was presented 

at the european telecommunications standards 

institute (etsi) workshop in ottawa co-hosted  

by iqc last october.

our most recent addition to the board peTer e. 

BrowN, is a senior practice partner with deloitte 

canada. brown is a frequent speaker on topics of 

entrepreneurship and what makes best-managed 

companies unique – he has written two books on 

the subject.

iqc welcomes our new directors to the board, 

congratulates the new chair and thanks outgoing 

and founding chair Tom BrZusTowsKI for his 

dedication and commitment in making iqc 

what it is today. he remains on the board and 

continues to aid iqc members. 
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feature article

collaboration leads  
to new developments
in the experimental quantum 

optics lab of KevIN resCh, 

canada research chair in 

optical Quantum technologies, 

one of the questions the group 

asks themselves is: how can the 

quantum mechanical aspects 

of light be used to improve 

technologies? 

it’s a question resch’s group works on 

together with other research groups 

at iqc, at the Perimeter institute for 

theoretical Physics (Pi) and beyond. 

those collaborations have led to 

numerous discoveries and papers.

resch’s group has worked together to 

develop a new kind of interferometric 

technique called chirped-pulse 

interferometry. the new technique 

is immune to unbalanced dispersion 

and keeps the signal sharp and high 

contrast. a high contrast sharp signal  

is difficult when a broadband optical 

pulse comprised of a wide range of 

colours is sent through a material. 

the interferometer signal degrades 

because the different colours travel 

through the material and different 

speeds cause the pulse to become 

stretched or “chirped”.

the team continues to investigate this 

new technique by imaging biological 

samples. they hope to show that it 

performs as well as current techniques 

with the additional benefit of 

dispersion cancellation. chirped-pulse 

interferometry is ideal for measuring 

optical thickness where there’s 

dispersion such as optical coherence 

tomography, an imaging technique 

using interferometry to measure tissue 

samples or eye samples.

beyond the work within resch’s own 

research group, his team collaborates 

often with ThomAs JeNNeweIN’s 

research group. a recent source 

development project with Jennewein’s 

group involved creating entangled 

photons in a new way. the teams took 

a pair of photons and split the photons 

again. these successful findings allow 

the teams to start building further 

experiments – and they’ll do it together.

resch’s collaborations don’t only 

involve other experimentalists. roB 

speKKeNs, a faculty member at Pi 

and adjunct faculty member with 

the department of Physics at the 

university of waterloo, focuses on 

the theoretical study of quantum 

foundations. spekkens, along with Phd 
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student KATJA rIed and fellow theorist domINIK JANZINg, 

considered the situation of an observer who is probing two 

variables and finds them to be correlated. the observer 

doesn’t know whether this is because they are the input and 

output of a quantum process, that is, cause-effect related, or 

because they are the two halves of an entangled quantum 

state, and therefore correlated by a common cause. they 

realized that certain patterns of correlations are distinctive to 

each scenario. 

together, spekkens and resch tested this idea in resch’s 

lab. through that collaboration, they developed a new class 

of tomography called causal tomography. tomography 

is a way of making a set of measurements in the lab to 

determine a state or process, or the causal relation between 

quantum states measured at different times. using causal 

tomography, the researchers could show both states and 

process tomographies as two special cases, and that it  

can also handle more general kinds of transformations.

resch’s collaborations also go beyond waterloo region.  

a recent paper, Storage and Retrieval of THz-Bandwidth 

Single Photons Using a Room-Temperature Diamond 

Quantum Memory, was written with BeN sussmAN’s  

group at the national research council. this work  

involved a novel way to manipulate properties of light  

and store it in a controllable way using diamond materials.  

the team used the vibrations of the diamond lattice  

to store quantum information. 

resch’s group’s collaborations help them to study the 

quantum mechanical aspects of light. that work has 

led to new methods for preparing quantum states, new 

measurement schemes and new interferometry techniques. 

unique perspectives and ideas through the research they 

do with other groups has led to new ways of controlling 

quantum states of light. that research could lead to 

applications ranging from communications to imaging,  

and into areas we haven’t yet imagined. 

maclean and donohue discuss a possible modification to the chirped-pulse experiment.

master’s student JeAN-phIlIppe 

mACleAN and phd students 

JohN doNohue and KeNT 

fIsher look on while mIKe 

mAZureK shows a pulse 

stretcher used for a chirped-pulse 

interferometry experiment.
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iQc faculty, postdoctoral fellows and students 

continue to conduct internationally recognized 

quantum information science research. here is a 

sampling of their cutting-edge research published  

in academic journals over the past term. 

useful entangled photon triplets 
directly generated for the first time
NATURE PHOTONICS 8, 801-807 (2014)   

the creation of three entangled photons.

researchers from the institute for quantum computing (iqc), in 

partnership with the national institute of standards and technology 

(nist) in boulder, colorado, have successfully generated entangled 

photon triplets for the first time in a technologically useful state. 

the three polarization-entangled photons are created directly by 

splitting a single initial laser photon, without the need to post-select 

successful entangled states. unlike previous techniques that needed 

to measure, and hence destroy, the photons to create entanglement, 

this method allows for the immediate use of the entangled triplets 

for other applications.

measuring the polarization entanglement between the three 

photons was made possible by nist’s ultra-efficient single-

photon detectors. this entanglement will be useful for quantum 

communication protocols like quantum secret sharing and heralded 

entangled photon pairs. additionally, advances in optical quantum 

computing and fundamental tests of quantum mechanics are now 

possible thanks to the new directly-produced entangled triplets.

the research by former iqc Phd student deNy hAmel, former 

postdoctoral fellow (lyNdeN) KrIsTer shAlm, and professors 

ThomAs JeNNeweIN and KevIN resCh, in collaboration with 

researchers from nist and stockholm university was published 

in the paper Direct generation of three-photon polarization 

entanglement in Nature Photonics in september.  

Web   http://bit.ly/directgen3photon 

 

the role of quantum 
correlations
PHyS. REv. A 90, 042314 (2014)

considering quantum information 

processing, quantum foundations, and the 

physics of strongly correlated systems, 

quantum correlations play a central role 

in many situations from communication 

tasks to measurement-based quantum 

computing to quantum cryptography, 

allowing one to go beyond what is classically 

possible. it is also the nonclassicality of 

quantum correlations – such as nonlocality, 

steering, entanglement or discord – that 

challenges the understanding of quantum 

mechanics. research assistant Professor 

mArCo pIANI, on leave at the university 

of strathclyde, alumni lIN CheN and oleg 

gITTsovICh, with KAvAN modI (monash 

university) investigated the quantum 

correlations required globally to explain 

what observations can be made locally 

about a multipartite quantum system. 

in their paper, Role of correlations in the 

two-body marginal problem, published as 

editors’ suggestion in Physical Review in 

october, they shared their findings that 

strictly classical bipartite correlations may 

still require global entanglement and that 

unentangled reductions may require global 

genuine multipartite entanglement rather 

than simple entanglement.

Web   http://bit.ly/2bodymarginalproblem 
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emulating Quantum 
phenomena 

NATURE COmmUNICATIONS 5: 5184 (2014)

pulse sequence used to emulate weak 

localization, decomposed into three steps: 

initialization, control, measurement.

research advances in the field of quantum 

computing use quantum interference as 

a fundamental resource for computation 

and control. recently, faculty member 

mATTeo mArIANToNI collaborated in 

an effort together with the university 

of california, santa barbara; Zhejiang 

university; and hrl laboratories to use a 

multiple-element superconducting quantum 

circuit to manipulate a single microwave 

photon, confirming that the basic effects of 

weak localization can be emulated. Nature 

Communications published their paper 

Emulating weak localization using a solid-

state quantum circuit in october.

the experiment showed the potential for 

using superconducting quantum circuits 

as emulators for complex quantum 

phenomena. this demonstrated control 

could be extended to emulation using a 

large-scale circuit, in principle, which could 

offer insight into other aspects of weak 

localization and further exploration of 

fluctuation amplitudes. 

Web  http://bit.ly/weaklocalization 

CoNfereNCes & 
worKshops

building connections 
around the world
iqc, together with the canadian institute for 

advanced research (ciFar), hosted a four-day 

meeting with prominent scientists from china to 

exchange ideas in quantum information science at 

the mike & ophelia lazaridis quantum-nano centre 

in november. delegates attended from the national 

laboratory of beijing computational science research 

centre (csrc), the interdisciplinary information 

sciences (iiis) at tsinghua university (also based in 

beijing) and the university of science and technology 

of china (ustc) located in hefei, anhui.

according to peKKA sINvero, senior vP research 

at ciFar: “there are many talented researchers in 

china eager to collaborate with top researchers here in 

canada. collaboration is a win-win proposition for all.” 

delegates from china and canada attended a collaborative 

meeting in Waterloo hosted by iQc and cifar.
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cryptography in  
a Quantum era 

the Post-quantum cryptography 

(Pqcrypto) summer school brought  

85 students to iqc on september 29  

for a two-day workshop focusing on 

cryptography in a quantum era. 

Following the summer school, more  

than 125 cryptographers from around 

the world gathered at iqc for the 

6th international conference on post-

quantum cryptography, Pqcrypto 2014. 

Alfred meNeZes, department chair for 

combinatorics & optimization at the 

university of waterloo and member of 

the centre for applied cryptographic 

research, and mIChele mosCA, iqc deputy 

director, academic, chaired the conference. 

attendees sparked conversation about the need for standardizing quantum-

resistant cryptography with the very cryptographers who design it, created 

a hub for emerging new partnerships and opened opportunities for research 

collaboration across institutions. 

 view presentations from the pQcrypto Summer School:  

https://bit.ly/PQcryptoschool

 view presentations from pQcrypto 2014:  

https://bit.ly/PQcryptoconference 

pQcrypto Summer 

School students

pQcrypto 2014 

conference attendees

iQc partners with etsi 
to deliver cryptography 
workshop 
iqc partnered with the european telecommunications 

standards institute (etsi) to present the 2nd annual etsi 

quantum-safe crypto workshop in ottawa from october 6-7.  

industry, government and academia met to discuss the 

standardization and deployment of the next-generation 

cryptographic infrastructure — specifically, one that will be 

secure against emerging quantum computing technologies. 

CorINNe ChAreTTe, chief information officer of the 

Government of canada, was among the invited speakers. 

iqc board member and ceo of approach infinity inc.,  

mArK peCeN, presented the etsi quantum-safe whitepaper. 

this iqc-led effort involved over 20 researchers as well as 

industry and government leaders from around the world and 

describes the impact that quantum computation will have 

socially, technically and economically on information security. 

it provides an introduction to the challenges of making 

the global information and communications technology 

infrastructure safe against large-scale quantum computers 

and includes discussions on the quantum-safe alternatives. 

Web   read the etSi Quantum-Safe whitepaper:  

http://bit.ly/etsiwhitepaper 

Web  

inspiring the next 
generation of quantum 
cryptographers 

Forty-two high school students traveled to 

waterloo from across canada, the united states, 

south africa, latvia and romania to participate 

in the quantum cryptography school for young 

students (qcsys) august 11-15. led by senior 

manager, scientific outreach mArTIN lAforesT, 

students explored physics and mathematics of 

quantum mechanics, cryptography and how they 

merge into one of the most exciting topics in 

contemporary science – quantum cryptography. 

students also enjoyed bowling, laser tag, a sports 

night and even a campfire!  
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technion visits iQc 
a delegation from the technion-israel 

institute of technology toured iqc on 

september 18. this is the first visit to iqc 

by technion since signing a co-operation 

agreement during a joint conference at 

technion in march 2014, led by waterloo 

President and vice-chancellor ferIduN 

hAmdullAhpur. the partnership between 

iqc and technion aims to facilitate 

technology transfer, connect faculty and 

students with industrial partners, and 

increase international opportunities for 

undergraduate, graduate and postdoctoral 

student research exchanges. 

Postdoctoral fellow AhAroN BroduTCh, who participated in the technion visit, said, “the environment was very 

relaxed and friendly and we were able to exchange ideas and build collaborations. rather than a long series of talks, 

we concentrated on discussions and questions.”  

delegates from technion with several of their iQc hosts.

Quantum innovators gathers promising young researchers 
Fifteen promising young researchers in the fields of quantum physics and engineering came together for the 3rd quantum 

innovators workshop, hosted at iqc october 6-8, to share their research and foster new connections. invitees heard from 

Terry mcmAhoN (dean, Faculty of science, university of waterloo) and peArl sullIvAN (dean, Faculty of engineering, 

university of waterloo) about research excellence at waterloo. several postdoctoral fellows also spoke including Troy 

BorNemAN, AhAroN BroduTCh, roBABeh rAhImI dArABAd, ChrIs hAApAmAKI, rolf horN, ToeNo vAN der sAr  

and ANdreAs fogNINI (tu delft netherlands). 



sCIeNCe 
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TAlKs

Quantum secrets of biology 
the quantum Frontier distinguished lecture series continued with K. BIrgITTA whAley (university of california, berkeley and lawrence berkeley 

national laboratory) in september. whaley’s lecture What role does Quantum Mechanics play in Biology? described how the development of 

quantum mechanics in the early years of the twentieth century transformed both physics and chemistry, providing a new understanding of the 

microscopic behaviour of atoms and molecules. the development of novel probes of living cells and the possible role of quantum mechanics in 

biological phenomena, such as photosynthesis, are being driven by advances in both quantum sciences and nanotechnology. 

 Watch k. birgitta Whaley’s lecture on the iQc youtube channel: https://bit.ly/birgittawhaley

careers outside  
of academia 
alumnus NAThAN wIeBe shared 

his experience pursuing an industry 

career at microsoft research with 

a group of graduate students and 

postdoctoral fellows on october 14.  

wiebe, an associate researcher in 

the quantum architectures and 

computation (quarc) group at 

microsoft research, answered 

questions and encouraged students 

to explore research opportunities in 

both academia and industry. wiebe’s 

talk was part of the iqc Graduate 

student association quantum 

industry lecture series.

 hear about nathan Wiebe’s 

career in industry research 

on iQc’s youtube channel:  

https://bit.ly/nathanwiebe 

the WeirdneSS of  
Wave particle duality 

AlAIN AspeCT, augustin Fresnel Professor at 

institut d’optique, Professor at École Polytechnique, 

and a cnrs distinguished scientist (director of 

research), concluded the 2014 quantum Frontiers 

distinguished lecture series on october 23. aspect 

was recognized for his many contributions to 

quantum science with an honorary degree from 

waterloo’s Faculty of science.

aspect performed a series of experiments in 1982 

decisively demonstrating that one of the most 

remarkable predictions of quantum mechanics – 

quantum entanglement – was true. this completely 

changed our understanding of the universe.

in his lecture titled From Einstein to Wheeler: wave 

particle duality for a photon, aspect presented 

experiments he and his team realized with a true 

single photon source demonstrating that photons 

behave both like a wave and a particle. such single 

photon sources are now an important resource in 

the domain of quantum information.

 Watch alain aspect’s lecture on the iQc 

youtube channel: https://bit.ly/alainaspect

changing the 
climate of the  
academic culture 
FemPhys presented a talk 

Strategies for Improving the 

Representation of Women in 

STEM at the institute for quantum 

computing on november 26. 

the speaker, CArlA fehr, is 

the wolfe chair in scientific 

and technological literacy in 

the philosophy department at 

the university of waterloo. her 

research focuses on ways that 

diversity promotes innovation 

and excellence in science and 

technology. the talk weighed 

the pros and cons of various 

strategies to make the academic 

culture more inclusive. 

Web   Watch the video of fehr’s 

presentation on the iQc 

youtube channel:  

https://bit.ly/carlafehr  

Web

Web

 

Web   
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exploring new frontiers 
world-renowned theoretical physicist peTer Zoller (university of innsbruck) delivered a talk on New frontiers of quantum 

simulation with atoms and ions for students and faculty december 1. Zoller discussed quantum simulation of lattice gauge theories 

both from a condensed matter and a high-energy physics point of view. he also addressed system quantum simulation, quantum 

dynamics and realization with quantum optical systems. Zoller, a pioneer in quantum computing and communication research, is 

known for bridging quantum optics and solid state physics. 
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outreach

TAlKs & Tours

breakthroughs in the quantum world 

Faculty member Joseph emersoN gave a keynote address at the canadian network for 

advancement of research, industry and education (canarie) national summit 2014 on 

september 18. emerson talked about the quantum world, sharing the latest breakthroughs and the 

challenges ahead in the quest to build technologies based on quantum properties. the canarie 

national summit brings together leaders from academia, industry and government to explore 

opportunities for canada to seize a leadership position in the global knowledge economy.

keeping up With Martin
mArTIN lAforesT, Senior manager, Scientific outreach gives talks and workshops to 

curious minds including students, educators and community members.

engaging the community
laforest gave two public lectures:

 Quantum information: The future of Technology  

october 29 for 150 members of third age 

learning in Guelph

 the Quantum revolution  

november 26 at the Kitchener Public library as 

part of the ideas & issues lecture series. 

inspiring young minds  
and educators

 

 

 

iqc continues to educate and excite students about quantum 

information science and technology through hands-on 

workshops, lectures, and lab tours, including:

 

 

 

 

 

40 gr aduate students and young professionals attending 

the 5th international union of Pure and applied Physics 

(iuPaP) international conference on women in Physics, 

held at wilfrid laurier university august 5-8, 2014

 94 high school students from the ontario science centre 

science school, the study academy, as well as uxbridge 

and woodlands secondary schools 

 65 female high school students in the centre for education 

in mathematics and computing (cemc) Programming 

challenge for Girls

 90 students from louise arbour secondary school 

participating in a computer science and quantum 

computing day, offered in partnership with cemc

 125 K-12 science educators at the Peel district science & 

tech inquiry symposium. 
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outreach
CoNfereNCes

Jennewein shares his vision: 
the QuantuM internet 

Faculty member ThomAs JeNNeweIN presented two lectures 

at the international space university as part of the space 

study Program in montreal. Jennewein spoke about the 

quantum cryptography satellite project and his experimental 

research in ultra-long distance quantum communications. he 

shared his long-term vision that the research advances in this 

field will eventually lead to the realization of a global quantum 

internet that uses satellites in space to extend quantum 

transmission to a global scale.

Jennewein also spoke at the national research council 

(nrc) uottawa schawlow-townes symposium on Photonics 

on october 30. the symposium highlights research and 

discoveries made by the photonics experts from canada and 

the world who are continually pushing the limits in this area. 

Web   Watch thomas Jennewein’s talk at the international 

Space university: https://bit.ly/Jenneweinisu 

building a Quantum 
cryptography 
community 

students and researchers working on all 

aspects of quantum cryptography gathered in 

Paris, France for qcrypt 2014 september 1-4. 

the 4th international conference on quantum 

cryptography supports the building of a 

research community in quantum cryptography 

through sharing recent research results. 

Faculty member NorBerT lÜTKeNhAus 

chaired the program committee. lütkenhaus 

also presented his research findings in 

cryptography, in addition to research 

assistant Professor vAdIm mAKArov and 

postdoctoral fellow AhAroN BroduTCh. 

Sharing ideaS on 
Quantum optimization 

deputy director, academic, mIChele mosCA,  

and ophelia lazaridis university research chair  

Tom ColemAN, gave opening remarks at the 

quantum optimization workshop that took place 

october 27-29 in toronto. the workshop provided 

a forum for scientific presentations and discussion 

of issues related to quantum optimization. Faculty 

members rIChArd Cleve and AshwIN NAyAK, 

and alumni sTACey Jeffery and roBIN KoThArI 

were also invited to speak at the workshop. 

high school students design a Qkd system 
Phd student sArAh KAIser engaged 17 high school students from the waterloo unlimited enrichment program 

with a 90-minute cryptography workshop on november 13. starting with a lecture on classical cryptography, Kaiser 

guided the students through the building of an entire quantum key distribution (qKd) system. waterloo unlimited is 

a collection of transdisciplinary enrichment opportunities for high school students in grades 10 through 12. 
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cory talks about superconductors 
and quantum processors 

canada excellence research chair 

dAvId Cory and faculty member 

guoXINg mIAo were invited to oxford 

instruments’ Bringing the Nanoworld 

Together workshop september 24-25 in 

beijing, china. scientists in the field of 

nanotechnology gathered at the institute 

of semiconductors-chinese academy of sciences (ios-cas) for 

the two-day workshop to discuss cutting-edge nanotechnology 

solutions for multiple applications. as a guest plenary speaker, cory 

discussed superconductors and spin-based quantum processors. 

lütkenhaus shares research results 
at Qcmc conference 

Faculty member NorBerT lÜTKeNhAus 

spoke at the 12th international conference on 

quantum communication, measurement and 

computing (qcmc) held november 2-6 in hefei, 

anhui, china. lütkenhaus’ talk, Could Gaussian 

regenerative stations act as quantum repeaters?, 

reviewed the research published in collaboration 

with postdoctoral fellow ryo NAmIKI, former postdoctoral fellow oleg 

gITTsovICh and sAIKAT guhA (raytheon bbn technologies).

  read the article: http://bit.ly/Gaussianregenstations

magnetic semiconductors  
control spin flows 

Faculty member guoXINg mIAo was invited 

to speak at the international conferences 

of asian union of magnetics (icaums) 

2014 october 28-november 2 in haikou 

city, china. miao discussed how magnetic 

semiconductors can be used to actively and 

passively control spin flows, and to induce an 

extremely large effective magnetic field. they are extremely powerful 

in manipulating low-dimensional electron systems (such as graphene, 

a topological insulator) and can potentially advance both digital 

spintronics and topological quantum information. miao’s talk, Filtering 

Spins for Spintronics, was based on a review article published in 

Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics.

 read the article: http://bit.ly/spinManip

upComINg eveNTs 

Quantum programming 
languages and Circuits workshop

waterloo, ontario
June 8-11, 2015

Web  https://uwaterloo.ca/institute-
for-quantum-computing/conferences/
quantum-programming-languages-
and-circuits-workshop

NanomrI Conference

waterloo, ontario  
July 27-31, 2015

Web  http://uwaterloo.ca/nanomri/ 

Web  

Web undergraduate 
students trade  
insights about physics 
KlAudIA golos, undergraduate research 

assistant (ura) and long-term visitor at 

iqc, and former ura ChrIsTIAN BArNA 

represented iqc and waterloo at the 50th 

annual canadian undergraduate Physics 

conference, hosted at queen’s university 

october 23-26. barna presented a poster titled 

Fine Point Mechanisms for Long Distance Free 

Space Quantum Key Distribution. 
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student
profile: carolyn earnest 

embracing the spirit of experimentation 

Science gets CArolyN eArNesT really excited. 

before high school, this was not the case – there 

was no joy, no experimentation, no curiosity; only 

scripts and robotic labs that never really worked. 

She went to an alternative high school where 

she studied fine arts and took part in firSt, an 

afterschool robotics program. it was there she 

finally got the chance to experiment and have fun 

with science working as a science ta setting up 

and testing experiments.

this experience led to earnest pursuing art and physics 

at hampshire college in massachusetts, an alternative 

undergraduate institution with narrative evaluations, project-

based learning and independent plans of study. while finding 

the art classes stifling, earnest was inspired by the physics 

classes and liked working in the machine shop. she quickly 

realized that she wanted to work in a lab. 

earnest went to work in a lab at the university of 

massachusetts, amherst after discovering a faculty member 

who was performing quantum information experiments. 

she ended up learning nanofabrication techniques while 

making a single electron transistor out of a combination of 

superconducting and non-superconducting metals. 

she now uses those skills in the lazaridis quantum nanoFab 

facility making junctions and working with other fabricators 

to find a parametrized recipe for qubits for use in mATTeo 

mArIANToNI’s superconducting lab. the group is working on 

a form of error correction called surface code. this method 

arranges qubits in a chain-link fence-like lattice. through 

interaction with the lattice and lattice topological properties, 

researchers can detect any kind of error that might happen if 

the lattice is big enough. 

earnest also spends much of her time volunteering with 

let’s talk science, developing and teaching the curriculum 

on superconductors for engineering science quest (esq), 

providing tours and demos for the canadian association for 

Girls in science (caGis) and iqc, as well as judging at science 

fairs and working with Go enG Girl. she wants to share her 

joy of science with others. “in my privileged state of being 

at iqc with an awesome job, in an awesome building, it’s my 

duty and my pleasure to give back to the community,” said 

earnest. “i want to be the role model i never had as a child.” 
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Tours/vIsITs

expanding research 
partnerships 
on september 22, iqc signed an agreement with the 

Korea institute of science and technology (Kist) to 

expand research partnerships in the field of quantum 

information science. ambassador cho, republic of 

Korea, toured iqc labs during a visit to waterloo on 

november 21.

“this agreement brings two internationally recognized 

institutions together to advance quantum science,” 

said rAymoNd lAflAmme, executive director. “our 

researchers will work to accelerate the development 

of quantum technologies for the benefit of both 

countries.” Faculty member KyuNg ChoI, former senior 

scientist at Kist, will be among the main contributors to 

the research efforts in this agreement. 

an honourable dinner 
iqc and the Faculty of science hosted a dinner for AlAIN AspeCT 

to congratulate him on his honorary doctorate from the Faculty 

of science on october 23. the dinner included President & vice-

chancellor ferIduN hAmdullAhpur, dean of science Terry 

mcmAhoN, associate dean of science, Graduate studies, roB 

hIll, faculty member KevIN resCh and senior manager, scientific 

outreach mArTIN lAforesT. two special guests were also invited 

– mIKe lAZArIdIs and AINslIe wATT, the wife of the late Professor 

lynn watt. Professor watt had presented one of aspect’s papers 

in a class attended by lazaridis and it’s what got him hooked on 

quantum mechanics. while she was there, we presented mrs. watt 

with the room plaque that was made for the iqc meeting room 

named in Professor watt’s honour.  

making global 
connectionS 

 

 

 

a  large delegation from France  

stopped in at iqc on november 6,  

including CATherINe CouTelle, 

ClAude greff, mArIe-NoËlle 

BATTIsTel, mIChÈle BoNNeToN, 

JoÊlle huIllIer and emmANuelle 

lAvIe from the national assembly, 

and senate members pIerre-yves 

CollomBAT, JeAN-mArC TodesChINI, 

JACKIe pIerre and delphINe BerT. 

the group toured the nanoFab facility 

and several iqc labs as part of their visit.

o n november 13, members of the india 

ict group working with iqc affiliate  

urBAsI sINhA met with ThomAs 

JeNNeweIN for a lab tour and to learn 

more about the satellite project.

t hree members of the british consulate, 

including mIChelle CusACK, KevIN 

mcgurgAN and heNry loNg, were 

part of a visit organized by waterloo 

international that included a tour of  

iqc october 23. 
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AwArds ANd 
 fellowshIps

iQc researcher wins cou Polanyi Prize  

eduArdo mArTIN-mArTINeZ, research assistant professor, 

was awarded a $20,000 John charles Polanyi Prize at massey 

college in toronto. martin-martinez is one of the few researchers 

in canada studying relativistic quantum information (rqi), 

combining quantum information theory and general relativity. 

“i see this great prize as recognition for the field of relativistic 

quantum information,” said martin-martinez, who also received a 

prestigious banting Postdoctoral Fellowship in 2012. “i feel very 

fortunate to work in this hub in waterloo where researchers are 

studying quantum information and theoretical physics at the 

institute for quantum computing, the university of waterloo and 

the Perimeter institute.”

the Polanyi Prizes are given in five categories: Physics, chemistry, 

Physiology or medicine, literature and economic science. martin-

martinez was given the only Physics prize for his work, which 

recognizes outstanding young researchers. he is the second 

Polanyi Prize winner from iqc (anne broadbent, 2010). 

phd student honoured 
with J. alan george 
Student leadership award  

Phd student AImee guNTher received the J. alan 

George student leadership award, which is presented 

to an entering female graduate student who is in their 

first year of graduate studies at waterloo and who has 

already been awarded a Provost doctoral entrance 

award for women.  

Credit: Perimeter Institute

ANNouNCemeNTs

congratulationS  
to our graduateS

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

m egAN AgNew, msc Physics (quantum information)

JAsoN BoIsselle, mmath applied mathematics  

(quantum information)

s hImA BAB hAdIAshAr, mmath combinatorics and 

optimization (quantum information)

s TACey Jeffery, Phd computer science

roBIN KoThArI, Phd computer science

sTephANe lABruyere, masc electrical and computer

engineering (quantum information)

ANsIs rosmANIs, Phd computer science

 AmIr JAfArI sAlIm, Phd electrical and computer 

engineering (quantum information)

wIll sTACey, msc Physics (quantum information)

Kyle wIllICK, msc Physics (quantum information)  
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IN The News 

Spooky action 
in threeS 

Popular Science highlighted 

iqc’s world-class research by 

researchers deNy hAmel, KevIN 

resCh, ThomAs JeNNeweIN, 

and former postdoctoral fellow 

(lyNdeN) KrIsTer shAlm who 

directly entangled three photons 

in the most technologically useful 

state for the first time. the story, 

Spooky Action in Threes: Physicists 

Entangle Three Particles of Light, 

described the team’s experiment 

using superfast, super-efficient 

single-photon detectors developed 

by the national institute of 

standards and technology (nist). 

the photon triplets that were 

created were more stable than 

previous entanglements, meaning 

that the entangled photons are one 

step closer to practical use. the 

results were published in the paper 

Direct generation of three-photon 

polarization entanglement in Nature 

Photonics in september.

Web https://bit.ly//
spookyactioninthrees 

developing quantum-proofing systems 
quantum computing has the potential to crack the encryption codes that protect 

everything from email to online shopping and banking, even classified government 

documents, warns AdAm hAdhAZy in his article Preparing for the Quantum Storm 

featured in Discover magazine. since quantum computers use qubits to perform 

many operations simultaneously, they have the ability to “slash through today’s 

encryption within minutes or seconds.” 

the need for quantum key distribution (qKd) secure networks and quantum 

encryption is prevalent. Preparing for these threats needs to happen now, 

according to mIChele mosCA, deputy director, academic: “Planning and action 

need to start immediately to make our cryptography system robust against 

emerging quantum technology. if we do so, we can essentially avoid catastrophe.” 

coMMercializinG QuantuM 
technoloGies 
the institute for quantum computing was highlighted in The Record’s 2014 

Technology Spotlight. executive director rAymoNd lAflAmme shared iqc’s world-

class research in quantum information science and its future impact: “behind iqc 

there is this vision that the work we do on quantum will have a fundamental impact. 

there are incredible opportunities for commercialization.”

spin off technologies are already being realized, such as universal quantum 

devices (uqd), a company founded by faculty member ThomAs JeNNeweIN, 

laflamme and former iqc chief operating officer sTeve mACdoNAld. uqd 

manufactures specialized quantum measurement devices for use in sophisticated 

optics labs. Postdoctoral fellow rolf horN developed a quantum light source 

device with the potential to spin off into another company. looking ahead, the 

challenge becomes understanding the application of quantum technology and 

moving through the process of commercialization.

Web read the full technology Spotlight article, Imagining a quantum future, 

online (pages 25 & 26): https://bit.ly/techspotlight 
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this fall, new graduate students were welcomed to the institute 

with the iqc Gsa orientation event where they met their student 

mentors and enjoyed nachos. the annual bowling night, iqc’s longest 

running event, was held at Frederick lanes. the iqc Gsa introduced 

two new events: the quantum queries Journal club, which is a 

monthly discussion about a student-chosen topic related to quantum 

computing, and the international lunch potluck. the annual halloween 

party was a hit, complete with a pumpkin-carving contest (shown 

left), a mummy-making contest and a costume contest. recurring 

events such as the quantum industry lecture series and the monthly 

board games night continue to be held regularly.

Corey Rae McRae  
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ArrIvAls

(september-december)

faculty  

eduardo martin-martinez

staff 

hiba amin 
erica boland 
sara clark 
Janelle santi 

students

dusan sarenac 
madelaine liddy 
han le 
honghao Fu 
maria Kieferova 
hammam qassim 
hillary dawkins 
thomas alexander 
sumeet Khatri 
vinay iyer 
rubayet al maruf 
ryan barrage 
Xingliang (david) lou 
anqi huang 
marian berek 
meenu Kumari 
Golam bappi 
Jeremy Flannery

postdocs

chris herdman 
Guoming wang 
Guanru Feng 
Jean-Francois biasse 
toeno van der sar 
Patrick coles 
Jeongwan Jin 
chang liu 
Jean-Philippe bourgoin 
sangil Kwon

long-Term visitors 

marta Palucka 
Xiaodi wu 
eyal buks 
Kai-min chung 
stacey Jeffery  

&
ALUMNI
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231
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334 students received a jump 
start in their quantum information 

science careers at IQC.
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37
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42
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23 22

Undergraduate Research Awards

384

QCSYS 
alumni have become 

University of 
Waterloo undergrads

59 5
USEQIP 

alumni have 
become graduate 
students at IQC 

28 Together the programs have 
attracted students from 28 
di�erent countries
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august 17-21, 2015

aPPlication deadline:  
June 8, 2015

explore quantum key distribution
the qKd summer school program for graduate 

students and young postdoctoral fellows focuses 

on theoretical and experimental aspects of 

quantum communication. in five days, qKd experts 

will cover topics including classical cryptography, 

security analysis and optical implementation of 

qKd and qKd in a cryptoworld. 

 

 

 

 learn independent research techniques in 

quantum communication

 collaborate with renowned researchers

 Present your poster at the qKd poster session

apply now!
uwaterloo.ca/iqc/qkd



NanomrI 
conference

July 27-31, 2015

hosted by the Institute for Quantum Computing

Join us at the nanomri conference to discuss 

the varied approaches to imaging spins on the 

nanometer scale. We will explore applications to 

the physical and biological sciences as well as 

quantum information. 

looK For the neXt issue oF newbit cominG in the sPrinG!
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Thanks to our sponsors




